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Does GoD exist?
Focus on the Family®

Copyright © 2009
Ten 30-minute Sessions

www TrueU org

Available from FEBC

In this first DVD set of the TrueU series, Dr. Stephen Meyer plays a “philo-
sophical survival game,” pitting four worldviews against one another in the 
quest to decide which one gives the best answers. Dr. Meyer examines the evi-
dence and provides the tools needed for students to defend their faith and make 
it their own. This is the perfect resource for students preparing to enter college 
and a culture that may be hostile to their faith. Additional discussion guides 
can be purchased separately.

Apologetics
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Apologetics

is the BiBle ReliaBle?
Produced by Focus on the Family®

Copyright © 2010
10 Sessions: Video length 30 min 

www TrueU org

Available from FEBC

Many Christians are failing to keep their 
faith after they begin college or enter the work-
force. Focus on the Family’s TrueU curriculum 
offers an introduction to apologetics (a defense 
of belief in God) that aims to help reverse this 
trend. TrueU is a valuable resource for youth 
groups, college campus clubs, Sunday School 
classes, home-based small groups, homeschools, 
and individuals who want to strengthen their 
faith. Visit www.trueu.org to learn more about 
the curriculum.

This second set in the life-changing DVD 
series asks, “Is the Bible reliable?” Proven facts 
and insights from philosophy, cosmology and 
biology will help you engage intellectually with professors and peers, both in 
and outside of the classroom. For centuries, intellectuals and critics alike have 
questioned inconsistencies. Dr. Stephen Meyer examines ancient texts and ar-
cheological evidence to build a compelling case for the accuracy of Scripture — 
and why the Bible is trustworthy.

This DVD series contains a leader’s guide and several promotional resourc-
es (included on DVD 1) that can be printed and used by churches and small 
groups. To access the files you must have a DVD ROM drive on your computer. 

This series will be appreciated by high school juniors and seniors, college 
students, and adults.
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Who is Jesus?
Produced by Focus on the Family®

Copyright © 2014
10 Sessions: Video length 30 min 

www TrueU org

Available from FEBC

Who Is Jesus? For over 2,000 years, people everywhere have continued to 
grapple with this all-important question.

The answer is available — but is often clouded by misunderstanding and 
mistruth. Unfortunately, this is especially the case on today’s college campuses, 
where facts are regularly blurred in the name of tolerance and pluralism.

TrueU®: Who Is Jesus? is designed to help students and young adults dis-
cover the truth about Jesus-for themselves. Dr. Del Tackett, host of Focus on 
the Family’s “The Truth Project,” is assisted by guest experts Lee Strobel, Gary 
Habermas, and others. Together they intelligently explore Jesus’s ancestry and 
prophetic mission; His words, works, and character; His death and resurrection; 
whether Jesus is the only way to God; and more. 

Includes one group discussion guide (also sold separately), as well as a 
leader’s discussion guide on the DVD (to print out) with questions and exercises 
to enhance your group’s study experience.

Session topics:
1. The Question
2. The Promise
3. The Prophecy
4. His Life
5. The Death
6. The Resurrection
7. The “God” Claim, Part 1
8. The “God” Claim, Part 2
9. Is Jesus the Only Way?
10. Handling the Questions

BONUS MATERIAL includes a presentation 
by attorney and homeschool expert Michael P. Farris, Esq., chairman of the 
Home School Legal Defense Association and chancellor of Patrick Henry Col-
lege. Farris’s fascinating and revealing educational talk covers “Legal Brief: A 
Look at the Trial of Jesus.”❒

Apologetics
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unlockinG the MysteRies of Genesis

Henry Morris III, D.Min.
Copyright © 2014

12 Sessions: 22 Min
http://www icr org/article/unlocking-mysteries-genesis/

Available from FEBC

Salvation’s story begins in Genesis. From there the mystery of God’s great 
plan of redemption continues to unfold throughout Scripture. Yet many people 
struggle with understanding Genesis, hoping perhaps to pick up the story later 
in the Bible where it appears to be more in line with history. But the first book of 
the Bible is real history — the history of beginnings.

“Unlocking the Mysteries of Genesis” is a groundbreaking 12-episode DVD 
series that explores scientific evidence that confirms the biblical account of 
creation.

Perfect for Sunday and evening classes and small groups, each 22-minute 
episode takes viewers of all ages on a memorable journey through some of the 
most fascinating topics in creation science. This faith-affirming series includes 
a viewer guide that makes it easy for non-scientists, including pastors, youth 
leaders, parents, homeschoolers, and others, to facilitate an informed discussion 
about creation science and equip viewers with defensible answers to some of the 
most provocative and controversial questions of faith.

Go to http://www.icr.org/article/unlocking-mysteries-genesis/ for more 
details.

Apologetics
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Bible Character Study
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Bible Character Study
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Bible Study Skills

livinG By the Book

Howard Hendricks
Copyright © 1990

19 Sessions: Video length 45 min 

Available from FEBC

You are about to embark on an adventure that will take you to territory 
uncharted for most Christians—the serious study of God’s Word.  The journey 
starts with the basic skills of Bible study and will take you through the perils 
of interpretation to what should be the ultimate goal of every Christian—to be 
God’s man or woman who is Living by the Book. 

Teacher:  Dr. Howard G. Hendricks: founder and former chairman of the 
Christian Education department of Dallas Theological Seminary; currently 
serves as Distinguished Professor and Chairman of the Center for Christian 
Leadership at Dallas Seminary.  The series is divided into three sections:

OBSERVATION: What Do I See? (Nine Sessions)
1. A Tale of Two Questions
2. The Product and the Process
3. Learning How to Read
4-5. Ten Rules for Reading
6. Learning How to Look
7-9. Principles in Practice

INTERPRETATION:  What Does It Mean?   (Five Sessions)
1. The Road to Real meaning
2. Letting the Bible Explain Itself
3. Using Qualified Consultants
4.  Interpretation: Romans 12:1-2

5. Involvement in the Process:  Matt. 19:16-27
 APPLICATION:  How Does it Work?  Five Sessions:
1. Putting Legs on Our Learning
2. Perfecting the Process
3. The Word That Works
4.  Application: Matthew 5:13-16

5. Building From the Ground Up

FEBC has permission to copy the study guide.
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the invisiBle WaR

Chip Ingram
Copyright © 2009

Eight 30-minute sessions
www walkthru org

Available from FEBC

Beneath our tangible landscape lurks an invisible spiritual realm where 
unseen battles rage. It’s real. And it’s dangerous. If you’re prepared to remove 
the blinders and gaze into this unseen world, Chip Ingram is ready to take you 
there.

Hang on to your seat. It’s going to be a journey inside the very folds of our 
Bibles, a journey that will teach us about our greatest foe, Satan, also known as 
Lucifer, Dragon, Serpent, and Son of the Morning Star.

Although this lying thief comes to “steal, kill, and destroy,” God details in 
His Word the battle plan to uncover Satan’s cunning deceptions and to resist his 
sinister schemes.

The cosmic conflict exploding all around us will have eternal implications, 
for us and those we love. This eight-part series by Chip Ingram will help you 
prepare to do spiritual battle with the enemy of your soul—and win! You’ll 
learn how to clothe yourself with God’s “spiritual armor” so you can be confi-
dent of your certain victory over the scheming enemy.

Session 1: What is the invisible war?

Session 2: Who are we fighting?

Session 3: Four keys to spiritual victory

Session 4: How to prepare yourself for spiritual battle

Session 5: Engaging the enemy

Session 6: Winning the war

Session 7: The Christian’s secret weapon

Session 8: The ministry of deliverance

Bible Topic Study
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anD When they shall ask

Dueck Film Productions
Copyright © 1985

90 Minutes

Link

Available from FEBC

This video is docu-drama about the Russian 
Mennonite sojourn in Russia from 1788 to the 
present. The film features re-enactments of historic 
evens, interviews with witnesses to these events, 
archival film footage, and culminates with scenes 
of Mennonite life in the former Soviet Union.

Church History
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Doctrine

GoD as he lonGs foR you to see hiM

Chip Ingram
Copyright © 2006

Ten Sessions
www livingontheedge org

Available from

How would you describe God? Awesome? All Powerful? Creator? While we 
cannot know Him exhaustively, we can know Him truly. And God longs for you 
to see Him as He truly is. This fascinating series studies seven attributes of God. 
As you begin to see God for who He really is and what His true desires for your 
life are, it will change the way you pray, the way you live, and the way you think 
about the world around you. 

This series includes the following messages:
• Is Your God Too Small?
• The Goodness of God
• The Sovereignty of God
• The Holiness of God
• The Wisdom of God
• The Justice of God
• The Faithfulness of God
• The Love of God

This is a 10 part small group study. Please note that the softcover book 
is referred to often in the DVD and small group study. We recommend 
the DVD, study guide and book as a complete package to have the best 
possible small group or personal study.
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Doctrine
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Christian Living

DeliveR us fRoM evil

Restoring the Soul in a Disintegrating Culture

Ravi Zacharias
 Copyright © 1996

A 13-Session Video Resource

Francis Schaeffer once described America as a nation with its feet firmly 
planted in midair. Ravi Zacharias says things have changed since then. Today 
our feet are firmly planted on a field of ideas mined with explosive theories that 
have devastated our spiritual and emotional well-being.

The ideas that once guided us have been assaulted, discredited, and revised, 
leading to the unleashing of evil upon the world. Ravi Zacharias shows how 
informed and empowered believers can change their world. With wise choices, 
we can contend for good, and our nation call be restored. But it is essential to 
understand that renewal begins in the individual human soul. We cannot hope 
to confront these divisive issues until  we understand them in context.

Thanks to his remarkable ability to unpack and clarify complicated con-
cepts, Ravi Zacharias unmasks the illusions about secularization, pluralization. 
and privatization in American society. This series will help you gain timely 
focus and a unique clarity of vision. Guaranteed to provoke many fascinating 
discussions, these sessions will help open the eyes of believers and open-minded 
seekers alike.

Session 1  The Winds of Change

Ravi Zacharias examines the parallels between Oscar Wilde's Portrait of 
Dorian Gray and our own cultural predicament as he demonstrates the risks in 
holding a Christian world view: (20 min.)

Session 2 The High Noon of Promise

Nations have dreams, and it is good for the people of every nation to 
measure those dreams against the reality with which they exist. In this session 
we look at the dreams we once had, where we are at present, and where we are 
headed if we continue on our present course. (19 min)

Session 3 The Storms of Conflict

Discover the resources of conflict that have created tension between those 
who are dedicated to God and those of the surrounding secular culture, who 
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Christian Living
have grown increasingly hostile to faith. What can we do about it and how are 
we to engage the culture? (18 min)

Session 4 The Twilight of Decency

We live in a pluralistic society, but if we fail to understand what secularism 
produces in a nation, we will find ourselves living in contradiction. Our task 
is to perceive the risks and respond with informed beliefs and biblical under-
standing (19 min).

Session 5 With Deference for Difference

Even as Rome fell, today we are facing the breakdown of Christendom. In 
this session, Ravi Zacharias challenges us to put aside the fantasies of a disinte-
grating world and seek the reality of truth through Jesus Christ (22 min).

Session 6  The Flickering Flame of Reason

This segment deals with one of the most difficult philosophical ideas of our 
day, the idea that private beliefs can have no public forum. In order to under-
stand the dangers of such a view, Ravi Zacharias examines this concept and 
exposes its weaknesses (23 min).

Session 7 The Inextinguishable Light of Absolute Truth

How do you distinguish between truth and lies? And how can you know 
that the claims of Scripture are true? In this session we examine some of the 
ways various claims to truth my be tested (12 min).

Session 8 Privatization of Belief and the Disorientation of Self

We all hunger for meaning, but too often we live empty lives because our 
lives lack coherence. Our spiritual hunger must be fed or our lives and our cul-
ture will slide to a level of evil that no civilization can survive. Are we up to that 
challenge? (20 min)

Session 9 Establishing Boundaries

How we read and understand history sets the parameters by which we 
glean the lessons it offers. As we probe into the past, we will get a better glimpse 
of evil’s long reach and how God shapes the soul even through evil. (17 min)

Session 10 Pulling Down the Fences

The story of Manasseh should be an eye-opener for our age. Through this 
biblical story and other examples in this session. We learn to deal openly with 
the problem of evil and to seek deliverance, not only for ourselves, but for our 
society. (12 min)
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Evangelism Skills

Battle foR the heaRts

Various Presenters

Produced by Trans World Radio
Copyright © 2001

Twelve 50-minute sessions
Link

Available from FEBC

Battle for the Hearts offers the church a bold and in-depth look at
• the origins of the religion of Islam
• Islam’s beliefs and practices
• the life of Muhammad
• apologetic arguments between Islam and Christianity
• practical methods that Christians can use in sharing the Good News 

with their Muslim neighbors.

Disclaimer: This video series is not meant to be shown or given to 
Muslims to watch as it deals with subject matter which will be offensive 
to most Muslims and could work against your efforts to reach out to 
them. It is intended for Christian audiences who desire to effectively 
reach out to Muslims.
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Category

the Way of the MasteR

Kirk Cameron and Ray Comfort
Copyright © 2006

Eight 30–40-minute sessions
www livingwaters com

Available from FEBC

Based on the award winning TV series “The Way of the Master” by Kirk 
Cameron and Ray Comfort, the Basic Training Course is specially formatted to 
train believers in a group setting to simply and confidently share the gospel with 
family, friends and strangers.

This eight-session course will teach you 
to overcome your fears by using a proven, 
powerfully effective way to make the 
gospel make sense. You won’t be at a loss 
for words. You don’t need to be an expert 
in apologetics. Instead, you’ll learn the 
forgotten biblical principle of bypassing the 
intellect (the place of argument) and speak-
ing directly to the conscience (the place of 
the knowledge of right and wrong) — the 
way Jesus did.

Using a captivating teaching style, Kirk 
and Ray not only tell yo how to witness, 
they show you, through fascinating on-the-
street conversations with gang members, 
atheists, cult members, intellectuals, on the beach, in parks, on planes, in malls.

Weekly homework assignments will gradually coax you, step by step, out of 
your comfort zone to reach your loved ones for Christ. You will be inspired and 
motivated as you learn, watch, and then do.
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Finance Skills

GooD $en$e BuDGet couRse

Dick Towner and John Tofilon
Copyright © 2002

Six 50-minute sessions
http://www goodsenseministry com/

Available from FEBC

Everyone in your church can experience financial freedom.

These are the words people most often use to describe the GOOD $EN$E 
BUDGET COURSE—a proven resource for changing hearts and lives in the 
area of finances. Field tested for more than sixteen years at Willow Creek and 
other churches, GOOD $EN$E can help relieve the crushing stress and anxiety 
caused by consumer debt, restore marriages torn by conflict over money, heal 
wounded self-esteem and shattered confidence resulting from poor financial 
decisions, and remove stumbling blocks to spiritual growth.

GOOD $EN$E will help the people in your church discover tools and de-
velop skills that enable them to control their finances rather that allowing their 
finances to control them.

This study is complete with video clips, PowerPoint lessons, hand-out 
notes. It does require a teacher, but provides all the material a teacher needs for 
an effective class.

Course includes DVD (and VHS), CD, Leader’s Guide and Student Guide.
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Finance Skills

the tReasuRe PRinciPle

Randy Alcorn
Copyright © 2004

Six 30-minute sessions
www crown org/ForChurch/Solutions/Workshops/TreasureWork-
shopMain aspx

Available from FEBC

Most people can significantly give to the Kingdom of God, but they don’t 
know how or haven’t been taught the awesome eternal benefits of sowing into 
God’s work on Earth. Author Randy Alcorn calls it a hidden treasure, and we 
all must learn this life-changing principle to find that hidden treasure. 

The Treasure Principle Workshop teaches the joy of giving. Some Bible 
studies use guilt as a motivation for giving; this one doesn’t. In a dramatic 
teaching style, this video workshop literally inspires those who watch to learn 
the principles of giving in a way that causes lasting change. 

The Treasure Principle Workshop is a six-session study produced by Crown 
Ministries.

Chapter 1 – Buried Treasure

Chapter 2 – Compounding Joy

Chapter 3 – Eyes on Eternity

Chapter 4 – Roadbolicks to Giving

Chapter 5 – Getting Started

Chapter 6 – For Such a Time as This
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the chuRch & sexual oRientation

Janet Epp Buckingham, et al.
Copyright © 2004

Three Sessions
Link

Available from FEBC

This CD-based study reproduces a workshop presented in 2004. it is de-
signed for pastors and church leaders:

• to equip their congregations for discipleship in the area of sexual 
attraction,

• for guiding church boards in making sound policy decisions which 
protect and enable the ministry of the church

• to provide solid information on the implications of legal changes in 
this area,

• and to advise on the charitable limits tho congregational political 
activity.

Sponsored by the Evangelical Fellowship of Canada, New Direction for 
Life, and One Way Ministries, the original workshop is presented here in video 
format and accompanied by a wide range of topical resources.

Leadership Skills
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thRouGh the Pain

Helping a Suicidal Person

My People International
Copyright © 2008

40-minute video
Link

Available from FEBC

Prepare your board and leaders to recognize the symptoms of suicide, 
understand what drives people to suicide and to formulate strategies to prevent 
suicide and help the suicidal person.

This is an introductory presentation that will give your leaders a better 
understanding of suicide.

Leadership Skills
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sonG of soloMon

Tommy Nelson
Copyright © 1995

Twelve 30-minute sessions
www gotothehub com/

Available from FEBC

 Love, sex, marriage, and romance can serve as the ultimate Jekyll and 
Hyde of life. On one hand, they give us great joy and satisfy the deepest desires 
and needs, but such desires can also turn on us and plunge our lives into the 
deepest of pain. Has God given us these desires, drives, and needs, and yet 
failed to give us any guidance through what can be such treacherous ground! 
I think not. He has given us the Song of Solomon. As you study this book with 
me, may you be blessed, enlightened, and directed by the good Word of God, 
the Great Designer of life and all of its delights and joys.

 Tommy Nelson is the Pastor of Denton Bible Church, teacher of the 
METRO Bible Study, Dallas, Texas, National Platform speaker for the Fel-
lowship of Christian Athletes, Campus Crusade for Christ and other national 
ministry organizations.

 This study addresses the art of attraction, dating, courtship, intimacy, 
conflict, romance, and commitment. Tommy speaks directly and humorously 
on each of these issues. The material is designed for both individual and group 
study. Whether you are single, married, young or old, this study is for you.

1. The Art of Attraction
2. The Art of Intimacy - Part Two
3. The Art of Courtship - Part One
4. The Art of Conflict - Part Two
5. The Art of Intimacy - Part One
6. The Art of Romance - Part One
7. The Art of Conflict - Part One
8. The Art of Romance - Part Two
9. The Art of Dating
10. The Art of Commitment - Part One
11. The Art of Courtship - Part Two
12. The Art of Commitment - Part Two

Marriage Skills
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Parenting Skills

effective PaRentinG in a Defective WoRlD

Chip Ingram
Copyright © 2009

Nine 30-minute sessions
www livingontheedge org

Available from FEBC

We live in a time of unprecedented challenges for 
parents. The world seems more defective that ever. But the 
truth is that God has been working in the lives of young 
people from defective situations for thousands of years. 
And he longs to do the same in your life.

With penetrating truth and sincere honesty, Chip In-
gram shares the life lessons from his personal experience 
of raising four children. He describes the failures and the 
challenges of teenage rebellion. And he reveals how the 
hand of God worked through it all to draw everyone in 
his family safely to the Lord.

• Sessions 1–4: Over-arching principles that will change your 
understanding of the role of the parent and the role of God in the 
process.

• Sessions 5–7: Practical lessons on discipline, including a biblical 
understanding of spanking—when and how to use it, and the all-
important attitudes that parents must maintain.

• Sessions 8–9: Five Smooth Stones for Parenting. With the 
overwhelming supply of information on parenting, these sessions give 
parents simple keys they can cling to when the going gets rough.
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Parenting Skills

Raise uP a chilD

A Biblical Portrait of Parenting

Phil Tuttle (Walk Thru the Bible®)
Copyright © 2008

Eight 30-minute sessions
www walkthru org

Available from FEBC

Raise up a Child - A Biblical Portrait of Parenting is a family event that 
will take you on an exciting journey of parenting by God’s design. During 
this course, you will learn how to follow God’s “GPS” as it helps you navigate 
through the pitfalls and perils of raising children. Prepare to be guided back to 
the heart of parenting through four easy to remember, easy to apply principles.

Choices
1. Understanding Choices
2. Implementing Choices

Consequences
3. Understanding Consequences
4. Implementing Consequences

Compassion
5. Understanding Compassion
6. Implementing Compassion

Consistency
7. Understanding Consistency
8. Implementing Consistency
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Be PRePaReD

Essentials of Parenting™ Series

Focus on the Family®
Copyright © 2011

Six Sessions
http://link focusonthefamily com/email/CRM/06/parenting_201106 
html

Available from FEBC

Everybody needs the essentials! That’s what you get in this powerful, enter-
taining DVD series from Focus on the Family. Essentials of Parenting ™ brings 
top childrearing experts into your home or church - with practical wisdom, 
honest confessions, and decades of experience.

Essentials of Parenting: Be Prepared presents practical plans for dealing 
with dangers including internet porn, alcohol, drugs, eating disorders, and 
premarital sex. You’ll see how to resist the impulse to overprotect your child 
- and gain insights to help you prepare him or her for the world of today and 
tomorrow.

Includes a CD-ROM with Leader’s Guide, Participant’s Guide, Focus 
on the Family® Resource Guide, Campaign Planning Guide, and print-
ready resources to help publicize a church campaign

Parenting Skills
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RaisinG kiDs With a faith that lasts

Essentials of Parenting™ Series

Focus on the Family®
Copyright © 2011

Sessions
http://link focusonthefamily com/email/CRM/06/parenting_201106 
html

Available from FEBC

Everybody needs the essentials! That’s what you get in this powerful, enter-
taining DVD series from Focus on the Family®. Essentials of Parenting™ brings 
top childrearing experts into your home or church — with practical wisdom, 
honest confessions, and decades of experience.

Essentials of Parenting: Raising Kids with a Faith that Lasts introduces 
you to one of your greatest privileges - helping your child begin a relationship 
with God. You’ll see how everyday conversations, family fun, and purpose-
ful projects build spiritual foundations your son or daughter can rely on for a 
lifetime - and beyond.

Includes expert advice from ...

    Larry Fowler

    Mark Holmen

    Dr. Tim Kimmel

Includes a 6-session DVD and a resource CD-ROM with Leader’s Guide, 
Participant’s Guide, Campaign Planning Guide, Focus on the Family® 
Resource Guide, and print-ready resources to help you publicize a 
church campaign. Participant’s Guide also sold separately.

Parenting Skills
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the PoWeR of love

Essentials of Parenting™ Series

Focus on the Family®
Copyright © 2011

Six 30-minute Sessions
http://link focusonthefamily com/email/CRM/06/parenting_201106 
htm

Available from FEBC

Essentials of Parenting: The Power of Love shows how to enrich and enjoy 
the bond between your child and yourself. You’ll also discover what when it 
comes to passing along your faith and values, a good relationship with your son 
or daughter is the sharpest tool in every parent’s toolbox.

Includes a 6-session DVD and a resource CD-ROM with Leader’s Guide, 
Participant’s Guide, Campaign Planning Guide, Focus on the Family® 
Resource Guide, and print-ready resources to help you publicize a 
church campaign. Participant’s Guide also sold separately.

Parenting  Skills
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Personal Growth

the MiRacle of life chanGe

How God Transforms His Children

Chip Ingram
Copyright ©  2009

Ten Sessions
www livingontheedge org

Available from FEBC

Prepare to experience transformation! Just as 
a butterfly emerges from its chrysalis, Chip Ingram 
helps you break free of destructive patterns to become 
the person you long to be! Unpacking Ephesians 4, 
this 10-session study will show you how to overcome 
barriers to change, deal with sin, rely on God to bring 
out your best, and more. Includes four DVDs and 
study guide.
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the testinG of youR faith

Bruce H. Wilkinson

Copyright © 1996
Twelve 28-minute sessions

Link

Available from FEBC

Does God really test His children? If so, how do 
we know if we’ve passed?  This study explains to your 
people why God’s tests are ultimately for their own 
good. What the extent and the limits of their testing 
is likely to be. And what steps they can follow to keep 
their faith strong and their spirits high.

1. Passing the Test of Faith, Part 1
2. Passing the Test of Faith, Part 2
3. Wrong Responses to the Test of Faith
4. Right Beliefs About the Test of Faith
5. Tape 3: The Anatomy of a Test of Faith, Part 1
6. The Anatomy of a Test of Faith, Part 2
7. When Faith Begins to Fail
8. How to Remember Never to Forget
9. Holding on to Hope
10. Claiming the Promises
11. The Character of God
12. Seeking God’s Wisdom
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Relationships

five lies that Ruin RelationshiPs

by Chip Ingram
Copyright ©

 Ten sessions of approximately 30 minutes each 
www walkthru org/wtbsites/fivelies/

Available from FEBC

Have you ever looked back over a circumstance 
or relationship in your life and wondered how it be-
came so messy or difficult? In this series centered in 
the book of James chapters 4 and 5, we’ll define five 
of the most common lies that have the potential to 
ruin relationships with those we love. We’ll uncover 
the source of quarreling, how our words wound, 
how not to make decisions, and why better things 
don’t always make things better.

Together we’ll ask and answer “Do wrong beliefs produce wrong behavior?” 
What we think about life determines how we live it. There is power in knowing 
and applying God’s truth when confronted with these lies and discovering the 
freedom He longs for us to enjoy in our relationships.

The DVD Titles Include:

    * Lie #1 - Sensual Pleasure Will Satisfy My Inner Longings For Happiness
          o Why We Fight With Those We Love
          o Defusing Conflict… Restoring Relationships
    * Lie # 2 - If Other People Would Shape Up, My Life Would Work Out
          o Why We Wound Others With Our Words
          o How to Stop Playing God
    * Lie # 3 - Upwardly Mobile Work Opportunities are Automatically the Will 

of God
          o How Our Jobs Can Destroy Our Relationships
          o How to Pursue God-Given Dreams
    * Lie # 4 - My Significance and Value are Measured By the Quality and 

Quantity of the Things I Possess
          o Why Better Things Don’t Always Make Things Better
          o Using Wealth Wisely
    * Lie #5 - The Grass is Greener on the Other Side of the Fence
          o Why A Change in Scenery Rarely Improves the View
          o How Patience and Perseverance Transform Relationships
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hoW to ReBuilD youR BRoken WoRlD

Chip Ingram
Copyright © 2007

Four 50-minute sessions
www livingontheedge org

Available from FEBC

Lives today are filled with pain. Either through stress, pressure, unfortu-
nate circumstances, or bad decisions, many of us find ourselves living in a world 
that has fallen apart. This series from James 1 is designed to help you begin 
where you are and rebuild your broken world.

1. Don’t Ask “Why?” Ask “What?”
2. How to Move Beyond the Pain
3. How to Slay the Dragon of Discouragement
4. Overcoming Temptation: How to Deal with Desires that Destroy

Relationships
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Relationships

love, sex anD lastinG RelationshiPs

Chip Ingram
Copyright © 2004

Ten 30-minute sessions
www livingontheedge org/smallgroups/smallGroup_video4 php

Available from FEBC

“The pursuit of love” is everywhere you look! 
It’s romanticized on TV and in the movies we 
watch. There are books about it, songs about it, 
internet dating, and even seminars on it — all of 
which are designed to help you find that special 
someone to love.

So why is “true love” so elusive? Could it be 
that the picture of love we see in today’s culture is 
nothing more than an illusion? If so, what does real 
love look like?

In this 10-part small group curriculum, you’ll discover that there is a better 
way to find love, stay in love, and grow in intimacy for a lifetime. Chip Ingram 
unpacks Ephesians Chapter 5 and delivers to us God’s prescription for building 
relationships that last a lifetime.

Whether single, single again, or wanting more from your marriage, 
join Chip and learn how you can begin the journey toward a lasting, loving 
relationship.

1. Hollywood’s Formula for lasting, loving Relationships
2. Two Models for lasting Relationships
3. Before You “Fall in love”
4. How to Know if You’re in love
5. Love and Sex: Knowing the Difference Makes All the Difference
6. The Difference Between Love and Sex
7. Sexual Purity in a Sex-Saturated World
8. How to Say “Yes” to love and “No” to Second-Rate Sex
9. Wake Up World! There’s a Better Way to Do Relationships
10. The Second Sexual Revolution
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the 7 laWs of the leaRneR

Bruce Wilkinson
Copyright ©  2010

Fourteen 30–40-minute sessions
www walkthru org

Available from FEBC

 Welcome to a revolution in teaching!  The 7 Laws of the Learner is 
destined to transform the teaching ministries of Christians worldwide.

 Dr. Bruce Wilkinson, an internationally acclaimed teacher, speaks to 
you from a live seminar, a classroom, and his own study, sharing the principles 
which will enable you to become the life changing teacher you desire to be.

 The 14 sessions, along with a leader’s guide, student workbook, and 
course textbook, provide a total teacher training experience.

 Whether you teach in a church context, Christian day school, public 
school, in the home or on the job, The 7 Laws of the Leaner will equip you to ac-
complish God’s purposes for education—the transformation of lives by meeting 
needs through the accurate communication of essential truth.

Student workbooks may be purchased from FEBC.

Teaching Skills
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Teaching Skills

teachinG With style

Bruce Wilkinson
Copyright ©1994

Six 35-minute sessions
www walkthru org

Available from FEBC

Boredom is the number one obstacle to learning in the average classroom 
today.  Though we serve a grand God, we sometimes represent Him as the Deity 
of Dull.  Our enthusiasm and creativity are often absent—and students wish 
they were! Teaching with Style is the resource you need to banish boredom from 
your class—forever!

Student workbooks may be purchased through FEBC Publications
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suiciDe

Produced by Power Surge
Copyright © 1991

16-minute video
Link

Available from FEBC

This short video provides an introduction to suicide that gets your teens 
talking. It helps them deal with their own thoughts of suicide, plus it helps them 
talk about suicide with friends and begins to equip them to deter others from 
suicide.

Youth Discipleship
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Youth Discipleship

tRuth MatteRs

Featuring Josh McDowell

Copyright © 1994
Five 30-minute segments

Link

Available from FEBC

“The number one fear among Christian parents and leaders is that they will 
not pass on their values to the next generation.”

• Leader’s Guide with Reproducible Worksheets
• Companion Book - Right from Wrong
• 8-minute Promotional Video

Session 1:  The Crisis of Truth
Understand why the crisis of truth has altered the sound thinking of 
churched youth and how it has affected their attitudes and behavior.

Session 2:  How to Teach the Truth
Discover what it is that defines truth, what truths are absolute, and 
why. 

Session 3:  How to Model the Truth
Learn that youth who do not accept right and wrong are vulnerable to 
a surprising and formidable enemy. Discover the role that modeling 
plays in empowering youth to adopt Christian values.

Session 4:  Truth and Relationships
Explore four steps to relationship building that are keys to passing on 
biblical values to the next generation.

Session 5:  How to Apply the Truth
Examine specific truths related to sexual behavior that will provide 
overwhelming evidence to youth for making right moral choices every 
time.

Right Choices and Truth Matters are complementary series.
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